CAC Kids trip to Avebury
16th September 2012

For our final field trip of 2012, we selected one of the richest prehistoric landscapes in the
country - Avebury in Wiltshire. Avebury is home to the largest stone circle in Europe which
forms just a part of a spectacular prehistoric landscape. Would there be anything new for
our CAC Kids to discover? Of course there would, although not necessarily things totally
archaeological.

Picnic in the henge
As usual, our afternoon started with a quick picnic amongst the stones within the henge
and then, without delay, we headed off to the Avenue for an important scientific
experiment. During our astronomical projects we have studied some planets through our
telescope, we have looked at and created our own illustrations of the solar system, but it is
rare to find an image or orrery that is accurate in scale. Our task today was to construct
such an orrery.
Firstly we needed to set the scale and based this on a sun (a balloon) that was 8 inches in
diameter. From this we could calculate the relative sizes of the planets. Our Earth was a
mere peppercorn, Mars a pinhead, Jupiter a walnut, and so on. So, with our planets
perched atop canes, and each CAC Kid and parent allocated a planet, we set off to
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construct our solar system. We didn't have a good start, through some as yet unexplained
and quite disturbing gravitational anomaly, the sun floated off and over the adjacent fields.

Our planets
Unperturbed, and with Abby's jacket more than making up for the brightness of several
stars, we continued to set out the inner solar system, with Jaimee, Rachel and Abby
making up Mercury, Venus and Earth, 10, 19 and 26 paces apart respectively. Niamh
(Mars) was posted a further 14 paces away, and it was quickly becoming apparent that the
solar system is quite big. Missing out the asteroid belt, (not enough canes), Hannah
(Jupiter) Swann was a whopping 95 paces further away. It was at this point that we
realised that we would have to implement some star trek technology and warp space a tad
- it was clear that otherwise the Avenue would not be long enough. With Saturn (an
almond) resting on a prehistoric stone, Pete (Uranus) Ellwood and George (Neptune)
Swann in position, all that was left was for Sophie (Pluto) Ellwood to venture to the very
edge of the solar system. We had decided that Pluto should be reinstated as a planet for
the afternoon! Had it not been for the fence at the end of the field, Sophie would have
been up and over the next hill by the Sanctury - 1019 paces away.
It is worth a pause here to consider the implication of Sophie's view back towards our
Earth. On 14th February 1990, NASA did a similar experiment, although not at Avebury.
Voyager 1, 13 years since leaving Earth, enjoyed a similar view towards Earth from around
3.7 billion miles away, just beyond the orbit of Pluto. It took an extraordinary photograph,
possibly the most extraordinary photograph ever to be taken - the pale blue dot of Earth.
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Sophie's view back to Earth

Voyager's view back to Earth (NASA JP)
As our outer planets returned towards the sun, or rather, the super luminous jacket, it
became apparent that there had been some interesting phenomena occuring amongst the
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inner planets, that were now huddled together almost as though they were nattering to
each other. Perhaps the effects of our AWOL sun were responsible, or maybe the
consequence of the nearby cosmic cows.
Silliness aside, stone circles and avenues have long been associated with astronomy and
we are confident that our little sojourn into the world of archaeoastronomy was both
fascinating and vaguely relevant and we have some equally exciting experiments lined up
for next year.
Science done, it was time for our Neolympic Games, starting with a few flat and relay
races. Niamh (the Bolt) George was again well ahead in the first heat. George Swann
managed a spectacular albeit rather sneaky victory in the second heat by shortening his
route - clearly a lingering effect of our of warping space time along the Avenue.
Neolympics at Avebury would not be complete without a barrow race, and here our
surprise expert was Hannah, rolling into an easy victory.

Barrow racing
With the games over, we headed back to the henge to draw some of the stones and
explore the bank and ditch, and the cove. We discussed the construction of the bank and
ditch, by hand with the help of the scapulae (shoulder bones) of cows.
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Getting to the roots of the Neolithic

The Team
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Shortly afterwards it was time to head to the Red Lion, possibly the only pub to be found in
the middle of a Neolithic henge, and which also claims to be the most haunted pub in the
UK. We didn't see any ghosts, but we did see Donovan, the last person left of the main
Clifton Antiqiaurian Club group who had been exploring the broader Avebury landscape.
A couple of pints, and dinner for some of us rounded off another excellent CAC Kids field
trip. The last for 2012 but we already have plenty of plans for 2013.
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